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Abstract

This paper provides a critique of the dominant approach to the study of social capital in political science. Social capital is widely studied in terms of only two variables: general interpersonal trust and formal associational activism. This paper argues that social capital is a multidimensional concept. The measurement of social capital therefore requires a wider range of variables, especially ones that tap into neighbourliness and kin-based networks of association. Trust, especially, is a situational concept, and needs to be analysed in a more nuanced manner. In the South African city of Cape Town, the level of general interpersonal trust is low, but trust and networks between neighbours are relatively strong. Factor and reliability analyses are used to examine the validity, reliability and independence of different measures of social capital. The application of a multi-dimensional concept of social capital to exploratory data from Cape Town shows that ‘bonding’ forms of social capital appear more widespread than ‘bridging’ forms. This important nuance would not be evident if the standard two-variable approach to social capital was used.

1. Introduction

Social capital has generated as much excitement in the social sciences and policy environment as it has ambiguity. It is an exciting topic of study and analysis because it taps into simple facets of life which we can all relate to, such as trusting each other and interacting with others at a sports club or attending a meeting of the parent-teacher association (PTA) at school. Yet, as simple and everyday as these acts of social capital may seem, social capital is said to hold the power to change and sustain entire societies and regimes. The chain reaction argument in favour of social capital works as follows: the more we trust and actively engage with others, the more likely we are to co-operate, act tolerantly, embrace the fundamentals of democracy and display the type of civic mindedness which helps democratic institutions flourish and societies prosper. It
is the seemingly simple functioning of social capital that makes it equally as ambiguous. Because social capital tends to be vaguely described as something that is everywhere at all times, it is a hard concept to define which raises some very pertinent questions. How do we know social capital when we see it? How can we capture and understand social capital using quantitative research methods? How do we decipher between different types of social capital? Indeed, we need to be able to identify social capital in order to understand its relevance and impact. In the framework of political science, attempts have been made to narrow down social capital both in terms of conceptualisation and operationalisation of the concept, in order to simplify the analysis. The critique and discussions underpinning this paper is written in relation to these conceptual and operational understandings, which are briefly described below.

The dominant definition and measurement of social capital

What is social capital? Social capital is fundamentally and widely understood in terms of two key components: trust and networks of association (Norris, 2002). Trust and networks are the foundation for the creation and sustenance of cooperation, reciprocity and collective action (Putnam, 1993). Trust is conceptualised as the individual’s general tendency to trust other people. Individuals are understood to possess one of two personality traits; either they are trusting of others generally or they are not. Networks are conceptualised in terms of voluntary participation in associational activity, which entails interaction with others in the formal context of a club, organisation or association of some sort.

This conceptualisation has fed into the operationalisation of social capital, where social capital is measured in terms of the level of generalised interpersonal trust and level of associational activism in society. The most widely used measurement instrument used to gauge the level of trust in society is derived from the World Values Survey (WVS) – see Box 1.

This measurement has been used by political scientists such as Inglehart (1990) and Putnam (1993)\(^1\) to study the effect of social capital on democratic stability and economists such as Knack and Keefer (1997) in the study of social capital in relation to macroeconomic growth. Interpretations associated with this measure usually assume that it provides sufficient insight into the individual’s propensity to trust others and that this information further informs us about the individual’s

\(^1\) Although Putnam uses Eurobarometer data in his study on Italian political institutions and social capital, the Eurobarometer makes use the WVS’s measure to tap into general interpersonal trust.
ability to co-operate with others, reciprocate and engage in collective action. It is further assumed that the aggregation of responses to this question in a particular country or city tells us something about the extent of bridging social capital in that society i.e. the extent of interconnectedness and social engagement that occurs across certain social cleavages, be it racial, ethnic or religious (Stone and Hughes, 2000, 2001).

Box 1: World Values Survey (2000) measure of General Interpersonal Trust

“Generally speaking would you say that most people can be trusted, or that you can’t be too careful when dealing with people?”

Response options are:

1) Most people can be trusted
2) You can’t be too careful when dealing with people
3) Don’t Know

The operationalisation of networks takes the form of questions asking the respondent how many organisations he or she formally belongs to, with respondents selecting from a range of organisations such as social welfare groups, religious organisations, political parties as well as sports and recreational groups. Box 2 shows the WVS measure of associational activism.

This question measures formal networks of association and assumes that membership in organisations opens up a range of opportunities for those involved because it requires active engagement with others. This engagement allows people to develop certain social skills such as tolerance, co-operation and habits of sharing and reciprocity (Putnam, 2000).

In this paper, I offer a critical perspective of these measures of social capital and discuss both theoretical and measurement issues related hereto. I begin with a critique of the theory and operational methods applied by the dominant political science approach to the study of social capital in relation to democracy. Following this discussion, the paper then focuses on the analytical interpretations of the Cape Area Study (CAS) 2003 data, which was designed to explore new ways of measuring social capital as a multi-dimensional and situational concept. The paper offers some descriptive insight into the stock of social capital in terms of general interpersonal trust, associational activism, neighbourliness and contact with neighbours as well as kin relations. In order to substantiate the claim that social capital is a multi-faceted concept, exploratory factor and reliability analysis are undertaken to test for dimensions in the data.
such that we can speak about distinct facets of social capital observed in CAS 2003. The paper concludes with a summary of findings and suggestions for future research.

Box 2: World Values Survey (2000) Measure of Associational Activism/Networks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>BELONG</th>
<th>NOT MENTIONED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V39</td>
<td>Social welfare services for elderly, handicapped or deprived people</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V40</td>
<td>Religious or church organizations</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V41</td>
<td>Education, arts, music or cultural activities</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V42</td>
<td>Labour unions</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V43</td>
<td>Political parties or groups</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V44</td>
<td>Local community action on issues like poverty, employment, housing, racial equality</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V45</td>
<td>Third world development or human rights</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V46</td>
<td>Conservation, environment, animal rights groups</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V47</td>
<td>Professional associations</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V48</td>
<td>Youth work (e.g. scouts, guides, youth clubs etc.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V49</td>
<td>Sports or recreation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V50</td>
<td>Women's groups</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V51</td>
<td>Peace movement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V52</td>
<td>Voluntary organizations concerned with health</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V53</td>
<td>Other groups</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. A Critique of the dominant approaches to the study of social capital in Political Science

Social capital inheres in the structure of relations between and among people (Coleman, 1990). It is the relational element of social capital that distinguishes it from economic and human capital: “to possess social capital, a person must be related to others, and it is the others, not himself, who are the actual source of his or her advantage” (Portes, 1998 cited in Narayan, 1999 : 6). Beyond this
relational element, social capital is a productive resource and the nature of human interaction has implications for individual and group well-being, be it beneficially or detrimentally so (Bourdieu, 1986; Putnam, 1993; Narayan, 1999). Social capital takes many forms and can be used to achieve a wide spectrum of outcomes. One such outcome is the strengthening of democracy. Social capital is a key variable in the study of the civic culture which is said to lead to the stabilising of democracy. It is argued that social capital, in the form of general interpersonal trust and associational activism, produces benefits such as civic mindedness, co-operative behaviour and political efficacy which fortify democratic institutions (Putnam, 1993, 1995 & 2000 and Inglehart, 1990, 1997).

In this paper, I will critically assess the main approaches and most influential survey tools used in political science to investigate social capital and which have thus far informed our knowledge and understanding of this concept. Trust and networks of association are at the heart of social capital and my critique centres on the conceptualisation and operationalisation hereof. Firstly, I address the assumption that trust is a consistent and unvarying concept, which is captured in individuals’ responses to a question testing whether or not they generally trust others. Secondly, I discuss the operational problems surrounding the generalised trust measure used in the World Values Survey (WVS), and adopted by other surveys. Thirdly, shifting to a focus on networks, I critique the assumed interconnectedness between the level of trust and the extent of formal associational networks in society. Further, I discuss the problems associated with measuring networks one-dimensionally, as the extent of the individual’s formal associational membership. The paper concludes with a discussion of new approaches to the study of social capital.

---

2 “It (social capital) is the product of investment strategies, individual or collective, consciously aimed at establishing or reproducing social relationships that are directly useable in the short or long term” (Bourdieu, 1986:251).

“Social capital here refers to features of social organization, such as trust, norms, and networks that can improve the efficiency of society by facilitating co-ordinated action” (Putnam, 1993:167).

Social capital refers to the “the norms and social relations embedded in the social structures of society that enable people to co-ordinate and to achieve desired goals” (Narayan, 1999: 8).

3 Inglehart defines culture as: “the subjective component of a society’s equipment for coping with its environment: the values, attitudes, beliefs, skills and knowledge of its people” (1997:55). As he explains, understanding democracy is not only about understanding the political institutions and democratic regime, but also people’s responses and thoughts hereto, i.e. understanding the civic or political culture in society. One such cultural element, which together with a range of other cultural factors is said to promote the democratic culture, is social capital (Inglehart, 1990:24).
Interpersonal Trust: Is there more to the picture?

Trust is often seen as vital for ensuring that society functions like a finely tuned machine. As Newton (2000: 171) comments, “without trust in those upon whom we depend, daily life would be much more difficult, if not impossible for everyone but the lawyers who would make a lot of money”. The importance of trust is echoed throughout the social capital literature. According to Almond and Verba (1963), trust is particularly crucial in the sustenance of a civic culture which is vital for democratic stability. The influential works of Putnam (1993, 2000) and Inglehart (1990, 1997) similarly place special emphasis on general interpersonal trust as a prerequisite for effective democratic regimes.

While I have no doubt that trust matters, I am sceptical of the usage of general interpersonal trust as an all-encompassing indicator of the propensity of humans generally to trust and co-operate with each other, to tolerate diversity and display a strong sense of civic responsibility. Indeed, trust is far more complex a concept than is readily assumed.

The dominant approaches to the study of trust and social capital in political science can be attributed to Putnam (1993, 2000) and Inglehart (1990, 1997). Both scholars have made important contributions towards the development of democratic theory using mass opinion data. Putnam’s work draws on data from many sources and has been influenced by WVS operational approaches, while Inglehart makes direct use of the WVS data. Putnam and Inglehart are both proponents of what Rose (1998:7) calls the ‘social-psychological approach’ to social capital. This approach defines social capital in terms of a set of informally held attitudes and conventions which dominate society without having to be enforced by law or authority. Specifically, this approach focuses on the culture of trust, reciprocity and tolerance from which extensive networks and voluntary associations emerge (Rose, 1998).

What distinguishes the social-psychological approach is that individuals are perceived to be consistent in their tendency to trust others, even in a diverse range of situations. Thus, the approach assumes that our ability to trust remains constant regardless of who we are dealing with and it does not consider that individuals may choose to trust people some of the time and not others or that they may trust some people more than others. The situational consistency of

---

4 The other approaches which Rose (1998: 7 - 10) discusses is that of Coleman and Fukuyama. Coleman’s political economy framework defines social capital as networks of relations, which are both instrumental and situational i.e. they are productive and functional to varied degrees and with varied purposes. Fukuyama asserts that culture is the source of trust and co-operation, which are the defining features of social capital. See also Hjollund & Svendesen (2000) for a discussion on theoretical approaches to social capital.
trust is an assumption that is similarly made in Fukuyama’s approach (1995) to the study of social capital. By implication, it is therefore possible to measure a person’s stock of social capital by gauging his/her disposition to trust other people generally (Rose, 1998:9). The prevalence of this theoretical reasoning has shaped the main empirical approaches to researching social capital. Thus, social capital is predominantly defined and measured in terms of a generalised disposition to trust, which is believed to capture the individual’s level of trust towards others in all circumstances and situations.

The striking weakness of the social-psychological approach is that it relies on a constrained measure of social capital. By asking a single question about whether or not the respondent believes that other people can generally be trusted, it assumes that we gain sufficient insight into the complex decision-making process of individuals and their inclination to develop habits of reciprocity and co-operation with others. The utility of this measurement approach is that on gathering the data, society can be split-up into two groups, distinguishing the trusters from the non-trusters. This is useful for making very broad and rigid descriptions about the stock of social capital in a society. But the key assumption underlying this measure, i.e. that “general trust is an expression of an internal and unvarying personality trait” (Newton, 2001: 203), is a problematic one. As Newton (2001:203) points out, when answering the question of whether or not others can generally be trusted, respondents are probably thinking about the changing external world around them and each person’s answers are based on their most recent experience of trust or the first experience which they are able to recall. Newton (2001:203) continues that, “Different forms of trust do not form a single, unified syndrome, as the social-psychological approach suggests they should”. It is entirely probable that no such thing as a general disposition to trust exists because people display variable levels of trust in each circumstance and engagement. Hardin (1993) expresses a similar sentiment, remarking that trust is based on the continual accumulation and updating of experience. This plausibly leads to changing patterns of trust

---

5 The only variance which Fukuyama (1995) accommodates for is that trust varies by country. Similar to Putnam and Inglehart, Fukuyama hypothesises that our propensity to trust and cooperate is consistent from situation to situation within a country or cultural group, assuming that we will find homogeneity in social capital between individuals within a country, society or group (Rose, 1998:9).

6 The WVS measure (see Box 2) is the most widely used measure to test general interpersonal trust and is the measurement which aligns with the social-psychological approach to the study of social capital.

7 Inglehart (1997: 173) conceives of trust as a variable and not a constant in the sense that it is something that can increase or decrease over time and differs by society. But, he fails to apply the similar reasoning to the dimensions and variations in trust in terms of context and circumstances faced by individuals, because he assumes that general trust is an adequate indicator of the individuals’ likelihood to trust no matter what situation they face.
over time but is also indicative of the fact that we trust differently depending on who we are dealing with.

It may be worthwhile to investigate and evaluate the individual’s radius of trust, probing the distinct nature of various relationships. Is it not reasonable to expect that the trust which individuals invest in their loved ones and family members differs to the nature and extent of trust vested in strangers or acquaintances and that there are different benefits associated with each type of relationship? I would say it most certainly is. It is far too simplistic to analyse so complex a concept as trust by treating it as situationally consistent – in the manner that Putnam (1993), Inglehart (1997) and Fukuyama’s (1995) approaches do. To speak about social capital as though it has a static and generalised value is to diminish its usefulness as something which is adaptable and which takes on various forms (Hardin, 2003). Social capital must vary, since its functionality is unique to circumstance and context.8

In our quest to understand the nature of social capital, we are, according to Coleman (1990), better equipped to do so if we design our research study to focus on particular circumstances, relationships and environments surrounding networks. By analysing social capital in this way, we might better understand people’s ability to work together and co-operate (Paldam, 2000:635). Following this approach, the empirical path would necessitate an analysis of the different types of relationships people forge as well as different forms of trust and how these are of benefit or detriment to personal and societal well-being. Our analysis would, for example, entail looking at the impact of the domain in which people live as well as studying patterns of reliance and survival strategies, with the assumption that there is no such thing as a general disposition to rely on others, but that people instead use different strategies and display relative amounts of trust towards others, in each circumstance faced (Mattes et al, 2002:69).

Beyond these conceptual issues, there are a range of technical problems with the WVS measure of interpersonal trust. In terms of reliability, the question is double-barrelled and contains a double negative, making interpretation confusing for respondents. Moreover, the response options “Most people can be trusted” and “You can’t be too careful when dealing with people” are not necessarily comparable opposites of each other. Perhaps if the second option were “most people cannot be trusted”, we would then be offering the respondent a choice of two distinctly opposed response options, making analysis and interpretation more precise. Furthermore, the question has a forced-choice

---

8 The study of networks (see for example Granovetter, 1973) places some emphasis on the manner in which people use different bonds to service different ends, depending on time and context specific needs.
structure, offering no scaled measure of trust. Thus, we are unable to test various strengths of inclination to trust others. Given that the WVS takes a cross-country approach, usage of the data assumes that general trust tells us the same thing and may have the same theoretical and practical consequences in each country. But the interpersonal trust question is not likely to have the same meaning in each country and this limits the interpretive and analytical value derived from the data. 9

As social scientists, we need to be careful about how we interpret the meaning of people’s responses to the interpersonal trust measure. We have no information about whom respondents are referring to when answering since the question tests attitudes to society generally, as though it were a homogenous group of individuals who are equally known to the respondent. In effect, when interpreting the data, we are working with a rather hollow set of responses; ‘most people generally’ is an invisible, non-descript group which we are expected to build our analysis and respondents perceptions of trust around.

Despite these problems, the WVS trust measurement and data remain widely used. This is probably because the WVS offers data on a host of political as well as socioeconomic variables which can be analysed in relation to social capital. It is also highly valued because it offers longitudinal data on over 80 representative democracies (Inglehart et al., 1998), enabling comparisons across countries as well as time. Logistically, surveys are expensive to implement and for researchers, the relative accessibility of the WVS data and the opportunity for comparative analysis is sufficient to justify the use of the WVS’s generalised trust data. Certain independent, cross-country survey projects (such as earlier rounds of the Afrobarometer and the Eurobarometer) 10 have adopted this question item to ensure comparability with WVS results. Even in light of these benefits, I argue that the development of the field requires some evolution in how we approach the conceptualisation and operationalisation of trust. We cannot be content to rely on problematic measures for the sake of convenience and comparability alone. It is important that we expand on the range and depth of measures used to understand and analyse social capital in various contexts.

9 It is very likely that in some societies, the statement ‘you can’t be too careful when dealing with people’ is something of an ingrained and widely accepted saying, which very few people are likely to disagree with. Thus agreeing with this statement may be an automatic response to a common saying rather than a decisive response based on experience or actual beliefs.

10 The Afrobarometer is a cross-country, comparative survey database comprising data collected across over a dozen democracies in Africa. The research project measures the political and economic climate in Africa and monitors changes over time (see : www.afrobarometer.org). The Eurobarometer performs a similar research function, but in the context of Europe.
Formal associational activism: an adequate indicator of networks?

Beyond the emphasis on trust and reciprocity, the study of networks is prioritised in the social capital literature. Networks are predominantly conceptualised and operationalised as associational activism, i.e. the extent of individuals’ formal membership to organisations. Where trust is the attitudinal component, networks tap into what Norris (2002) terms the *structural component* of social capital. Networks of association are considered to be equally as important as trust for the survival of democracy. Widespread membership in organisations indicates greater interconnectedness which in turn positively impacts on social cohesion, habits of reciprocity and access to resources or support structures which are provided by fellow members (Putnam, 1995, 2000 & Frank, 2004). Together with levels of trust, the extent of associational activism in a society is said to provide us with a picture of the general level of social capital.

De Tocqueville, in his analysis of American democracy, argued that membership in voluntary associations was conducive to democracy because human engagement creates a sense of trust which strengthens political institutions (Newton, 2000). Taking the de Tocqueville approach further, both Inglehart and Putnam make claims regarding the relationship between interpersonal trust and networks as being “intimately intertwined and mutually supportive in any society that flourishes for any length of time” (Inglehart, 1997:188). By implication we should expect to find a generally strong and robust relationship between these two facets of social capital and democratic stability, since the approach hypothesises that networks lead to trust, the benefits of which flow upwards into civil society to strengthen the democracy (Paldam, 2000:636).

The direction of the relationship between trust and networks however, remains unclear. According to Inglehart (1997), networks occur as a result of trust and reciprocity, which are seen as crucial to political and economic co-operation. But according to Putnam, in *Bowling Alone* (2000:23), social capital is defined as ‘connections among individuals – social networks and the norms of reciprocity and trustworthiness that arise from them’. Here it is networks which are given priority as the defining feature of social capital, from where trust and reciprocity are derived. Although Putnam and Inglehart have different perspectives on which is the cause and which is the effect, both advocate an interconnected relationship between trust and networks. However, evidence in support of their claims is decidedly lacking. In fact there is very little evidence to support either claim, that networks lead to trust or that trust leads to network formation. Indeed, ‘survey research (in particular the WVS) shows no more than
a weak and intermittent association between membership in voluntary associations and a willingness to express trust’ (Newton, 2001:204). Norris (2002) makes a similar observation about the lack of evidence supporting the claimed relationship between trust and associational affiliation at the macro-level and Mattes et al. (2002: 71) making use of Afrobarometer data, found no relationship between trust and network usage as a survival strategy in Africa.

The fact that empirical research has time and again yielded this finding is somewhat discouraging. This is not to say that there are no grounds for the Putnam or Inglehart theory that trust and networks are related concepts, in fact it is a plausible assumption in many respects. However, the proposition that the one causes the other in some clear-cut fashion is a far too simplistic one to make given the dynamic nature of human interaction. The problem may rest with the operationalisation of these concepts. The individual’s general disposition to trust and the extent of their formal organisational membership do not provide us with sufficient insight into network formation and trust relations. The weak statistical correlations observed between these two variables suggest that we may be stretching the analytical power of the measurements a bit too far. Furthermore, the nature and functioning of human interaction is sensitive to a number of context related factors. Thus, if we are to analyse the causality between networks and trust, we are likely to find that the Inglehart/Putnam hypotheses may hold some of the time and not others (Rose, 1998). Studying the statistical relationship between the generalised trust and associational activism items may be inadequate in helping us explain the intertwined and situationally varied relationship between these two components of social capital.

Networks of association are said to promote a host of socially and politically beneficial attitudes and behaviours in society. Putnam (1993, 1995 & 2000) purports that associational activity will spur greater interconnectedness because people will be engaging with others and in so doing broaden their network, not only in terms of expanse but also in terms of diversity. It is here where people learn to become co-operative, courteous human beings and refine their ability to act collectively and share resources. It is further assumed that organisational meetings are adequate and appropriate settings for the development of certain attitudes and behaviours such as tolerance and civic responsibility. However, these assumptions ignore many aspects of real-life interaction such as the homogeneity of many organisations, the mission of some groups to inhibit rather than promote tolerance (e.g. KKK) and the likelihood that certain groups are far less interactive than others. Knowing whether or not someone is involved in organisational activity does not tell us about how and where they shape certain social perspectives, neither the nature of relations with others nor their level of tolerance.
An analysis of WVS data for example suggests that the level of associational membership in South Africa is high (Norris, 2002). In theory this should serve as an indication that South Africans are forging bridging ties, enjoying active engagement with others and are benefiting from the exposure to a range of opportunities and information as a result of such engagement. But it is worth noting that membership activity in South Africa is primarily in religious organisations. This element adds a new spin on the analysis and implications of associational activity in South Africa. Religious groups are by their very nature homogenous in terms of religion and it is unlikely that members forge many cross-cutting bonds since these groups are also likely to be racially and ethnically homogenous. Furthermore, attending a religious service is not necessarily a highly interactive endeavour.

It is also assumed that all groups are similar in their make up and functioning and thus perfectly comparable to each other as structures which offer some social and political benefit to society. This is of course a warped view of reality, not least because some groups have negative social objectives, as Fukuyama (2000: 102) notes in his reference to the Mafia and gangs. With these considerations in mind, it becomes clear that we gain only constrained information about the propensity of people to forge bridging ties and the use membership as an indicator of interconnectedness and networking within a society is flawed on a number of different counts.

The informal networks and interactions which people experience daily may well be more insightful than formal associational activity in explaining certain outcomes. Our interactions with others at school, work, in the family and neighbourhood are more likely to have far greater significance in the origins of social tolerance, reciprocity and co-operation, than the limited and sporadic involvement of most people in organisations (Newton, 2000). Tolerance and trust are more likely to be taught and nurtured from within the home, classroom, workplace or neighbourhood. Thus we may learn more about the sources of tolerance and attitudes towards diversity by studying the influence of informal networks.

As Rose (2000) notes, in African contexts, social capital revolves heavily around informal networks, which are used by individuals and households to produce goods and services for getting things done and meeting basic needs. These networks and the quality of these relations rest on trust and the expectation of reciprocity. This is more likely than formal organisations to be the place where people forge bonds and learn the habits of co-operation and establish a sense of civic responsibility, which strengthens democracy.
The need for a new approach to measuring social capital

Social capital is often spoken about as taking various forms such as bridging and bonding social capital and it is widely accepted that these function with varied purpose and outcome. But, while there is general agreement in the scholarship that social capital is a multi-dimensional concept\textsuperscript{11}, social capital is very rarely measured in this way. Many studies rely on the limited analytical information derived from using the WVS items and data. The lack of congruence between the theoretical assertions that social capital possesses many dimensions and the empirical measurement instruments and analyses which are decidedly one or at most two-dimensional, is peculiar to say the least. Of course it may come down to accessibility of data and for many researchers the WVS is the most accessible and serves a broadest range of analytical purposes including comparability across time and place.

However, this consideration should not inhibit the development of a wider range of survey items designed to test the various dimensions of social capital which are believed to exist. While the Australian Institute for Family Studies (Stone, Hughes \textit{et al}, 2001), the World Bank, with its \textit{Integrated Questionnaire on Social Capital} (Grootaert, Narayan \textit{et al}, 2004) and Piazza-Georgi’s study of social capital in Soweto (2001), are but a few who have made some headway in this regard, much of the social capital research in the field of political science relies on only a few indicators of social capital. This limits the explanatory power which we can attribute to social capital as a determinant of various democratic attitudes and behaviours.

The level of general interpersonal trust is far lower in the few African countries in the WVS sample (South Africa included) than almost anywhere else in the world (Norris, 2002). Norris (using the WVS data) concludes that Putnam’s argument holds some ground because, social trust is distributed across countries in such a way that ties in very closely with patterns of socioeconomic and democratic development.\textsuperscript{12} The implication seems to be that because South Africa is characterised by very low levels of interpersonal trust, democratic stability and economic welfare may indeed be compromised.


\textsuperscript{12}Inglehart (1997) also making use of the WVS data found a slight positive correlation between group membership and economic growth in poorer countries. Others using WVS data, such as Knack and Keefer (1997) have also shown a link between general trust and economic growth, drawing links to the strongest, most established democracies in the world.
But trust cannot simply be assumed to function in generally the same way and be sourced from generally the same place in human thinking and experience, the world over. South Africa has a unique social and political background and in recognition of this, we would contribute more to our understanding of social capital if we created a customised set of indicators, rather than assume that it would suffice to simply adopt and conduct analysis using these very Westernised operational items. Clearly other aspects of trust and networks are worthwhile investigating and without getting a better handle on and empirically investigating the dimensionality of social capital in the South African context we can say little about the implications thereof. It may be that in this context general interpersonal trust matters a lot less than theory and the interpretation of WVS findings lead us to believe. Perhaps it is not interpersonal trust, but other forms of trust and networking which play a bigger role in determining civic responsibility, co-operative behaviour and social tolerance, the kinds of attitudes and behaviours which are said to develop democracy. Similarly the analysis of networks is decidedly constrained and takes little cognisance of the manner in which groups and organisations may vary in terms of homogeneity, activity and mission. The data on social capital to which we currently have access do not afford us insight into these issues.

Of course, my proposition that social capital is a multi-dimensional and situational concept requires some empirical backing. With the objective of building on the measures used to analyse social capital, the Cape Area Study 2003 offered me the opportunity to explore social capital in the context of Cape Town. The next section presents the findings from this dataset in terms of offering a descriptive analysis of social capital, as well as exploring different dimensions of social capital in Cape Town.

3. An Innovative Approach to Social Capital: Findings from the Cape Area Study 2003

In conducting survey research, the approach is usually to base the measurement instruments, questionnaire structure and format on predetermined and theory-based notions of what social capital is. Piazza-Georgi (2001:2) comments that “most empirical studies done so far on social capital have used a deductive approach, gathering empirical data on the basis of pre-accepted categories, confirming or rejecting hypotheses about their effects on various social, political and economic indicators”. Indeed, the study of theories of social capital and the review of empirical works undertaken by others did much to inform the questionnaire design process for the Cape Area Study 2003 (CAS 2003). However, this did not prevent us from experimenting with innovative approaches to questions and new ways of measuring social capital.
The design of CAS 2003 was undertaken with careful consideration for contextual distinctiveness in terms of social capital: network types, the nature of communities’ web of social and economic dependence and the socio-political conditions faced by the population under investigation. In particular, we focused on the significance of neighbourhoods, community and kin-based networks.

The objective of the CAS 2003 was to address the lack of empirical exploration into social capital, with the use of survey instruments. Essentially CAS 2003 was used as a vehicle to explore not only the distribution of social capital but more technically the use of newly constructed measures with the practical purpose of broadening the depth of research and understanding of this concept. The data offers an individual-level, cross-sectional view of social capital as it is distributed and functions in Cape Town. CAS 2003 was conducted with a sample of 588 adult respondents from the various racial and language groups in Cape Town. The CAS 2003 survey was conducted through personal interviews. These took place across seventy Enumerator Areas in the official boundaries of the Cape Metropolitan Area, which served as the sampling frame. The sample of respondents was randomly selected and a stratified cluster sampling approach was used.

Since many of these items used in CAS 2003 are newly designed, I will offer a brief introduction to the reasoning and intention behind each item. My analysis begins when I address a fundamental first question: What is the stock of social capital in Cape Town? Based on the social-psychological approach we should expect to find that each of our measures tap into the same underlying concept. Because this approach does not see social capital as a multi-faceted, situationally varied concept, but rather as a situationally consistent one, respondents would be expected to show consistency in their tendency to trust or distrust, no matter the

---

13 The CAS 2003 survey was conducted in Cape Town, but it should be noted that the context of Cape Town is by no means used in this analysis as a city representing South Africa as a whole.

14 The table below shows the adult population of Cape Town as in CAS 2003. Although the sample is racially representative as compared to Census 2001 data, it is not representative in terms of gender, since we over-sampled women and under-sampled men. The CAS 2003 data was weighted to account for this. For detailed description of survey design, fieldwork and sampling please see Seekings et al. (2004).

| CAS 2003 sample | Men | | Women | | Total | |
|-----------------|-----|----------------|----------------|----------------|-----|
|                 | N   | %  | n   | %  | n    | %  |
| African         | 60  | 10 | 137 | 23 | 197  | 34 |
| Coloured        | 96  | 16 | 141 | 24 | 237  | 40 |
| Indian          | 5   | <1 | 1   | <1 | 6    | <1 |
| White           | 66  | 11 | 79  | 13 | 145  | 25 |
| Don’t know      | 3   | <1 | 0   | 0  | 3    | <1 |
| Total           | 230 | 39 | 358 | 61 | 588  | 100 |
circumstance or context presented. For example, we should find respondents’ levels of trust in others generally will parallel their attitudes towards trust in neighbours.

I however have a different set of expectations. Social capital cannot be captured by a single item designed to represent many other elements of human nature, as the interpersonal trust measure is intended to. Similarly understanding social capital does not simply mean merging all our items to create a social capital index on the assumption that they all tap into the same concept. Instead I view social capital as a multi-faceted concept and when describing social capital in Cape Town, I will analyse the distribution of responses to each question posed, treating each variable as a distinct facet of social capital. I anticipate respondents will make clear distinctions in their attitudes towards trust in various groups of people. The facets of social capital to be analysed are: 1) general interpersonal trust, 2) neighbourliness, 3) frequency of face-to-face contact with neighbours & kin, 4) frequency of phone/e-mail contact with neighbours & kin and 5) formal associational activity.

What is the stock of capital in Cape Town?

Social capital’s functionality rests in its ability to be applied to a range of situations and in relation to a range of different people. The quantity and quality of trust and networks, as well as the link between them, is conditional upon situation and the type of relationship in question. In light of this consideration, when inquiring about the stock of social capital in a society, there is no such thing as an all-encompassing, blanket measure to inform our knowledge and understanding hereof. Knowing what the stock of social capital is, is not only about the levels of general interpersonal trust and associational activism. We need to account for other aspects of social capital such as informal networks, relations with neighbours and kin and the distinctions people make in terms of who they choose to trust and co-operate with.
General Interpersonal Trust

The WVS and Afrobarometer data shows that South Africa is characterised by low levels of general interpersonal trust\(^{15}\). Trust is a fundamental element highlighted in the social capital literature and research and in CAS 2003 we similarly elected to measure this concept, albeit slightly differently. To test general interpersonal trust we asked the respondent to state their level of agreement to the statement: ‘Generally speaking most people can be trusted’.\(^{16}\) In response to the methodological weakness of the WVS question, we opted for a five-point likert scale set of response options, offering respondents a spectrum of options to test the strength of trust rather than presenting a forced choice set of responses. To improve on the design of this measure we were careful not to pose a double-barrelled question.

**Figure 1:** Distribution of responses to General Interpersonal Trust item

![](image.png)

\(^{15}\) According to the 1990-1993 wave of WVS, only 28 percent of South Africans believed that ‘most people can be trusted’ and 70 percent believed that ‘you can’t be too careful when dealing with people’ (Inglehart *et al.*, 1998). An analysis of more recent Afrobarometer data yields a similar finding both nationally and in the Western Cape specifically:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results from Afrobarometer Survey (2000)</th>
<th>Western Cape (%)</th>
<th>South Africa (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Democracy Survey 1)</td>
<td><em>N</em>=240</td>
<td><em>N</em>=2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most people can be trusted</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You can’t be too careful when dealing with people</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t Know</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{16}\) The problems with the concept of general interpersonal trust are still considered relevant. But for this investigation we needed to ask a question on general interpersonal trust as a control measure, in order to test whether it is distinct from other items testing trust and reciprocity. It was thus necessary for us to measure this concept and in the analysis I keep in mind that we know little about who people are thinking about when answering this question nor the experiences upon which their answers are based.
Figure 1 above, shows a bimodal pattern of responses, with just over 30 percent of respondents agreeing that most people can be trusted and slightly more respondents, 36 percent, disagreeing with this statement. Grouping the two ‘agree’ categories (34 percent) and the two ‘disagree’ categories (53 percent), the data is then generally weighted towards distrust. This finding is somewhat in line with what we know about patterns of general interpersonal trust as observed in Afrobarometer data for example. Responses are however quite mixed and it is clear that even though just over half the responses lie on the disagreement end of the scale, the results are not overwhelmingly weighted towards distrust (as the Afrobarometer and WVS findings suggest).

Even when bearing in mind that we have no idea who they perceive as ‘others’, it is a matter of concern that people tend to distrust rather than trust. The tendency of respondents to distrust may be linked to a range of circumstantial elements, such as experience of crime or perceived rates of crime. Trust warrants deeper analysis, especially in terms of its sources and distribution. What experiences, perceptions or people do respondents have in mind when answering this question? Answers to this question are likely to vary greatly between respondents, but we may hypothesise that trust is related to a sense of victimisation; people might feel they have nothing to gain by letting their guard down or simply that they have no incentive to trust strangers. We thus need to probe further as to why people are so sceptical of others. These are crucial questions which have as yet been left unanswered and would be worthwhile pursuing in greater depth if we are to better explain low levels of generalised trust. While it is not my intention to take this path here, and CAS 2003 data was not designed for this form of analysis, it is important to identify the significance of this topic in the development of social capital research in South Africa and more locally, Cape Town. Thus, future research should be geared at understanding not only where people do and do not place their trust but more importantly why. For now what I can contribute to the study of social capital and trust in particular is to offer insight into trust and reciprocity located in a different context beyond the ‘general’ setting by focussing on neighbourhoods and kin relations.

**Neighbourliness**

In designing CAS 2003 we had a specific interest in the perceived quality of neighbourliness, i.e. trust and reciprocity between neighbours. Neighbourhoods are important sites for the formation of bonds which can serve a range of social and policy objectives, ranging from social support structures to helping residents cope with concerns about crime and security. Neighbourhood watch organisations and resident committees are good examples of the ways in which
neighbours can align their energies for the collective good of the area. But these outcomes of social capital rest on trust between neighbours and a general tendency to co-operate. To investigate this further we presented respondents with three questions framed in the situational context of the neighbourhood. Specifically, we probed perceptions about the 1) general helpfulness of neighbours, 2) whether neighbours can be trusted to keep an eye on the home of another as well as 3) whether neighbours can be relied upon to stop a break in if they saw it.

**Figure 2: Distribution of responses to Neighbourliness items**

Where the generic trust question yielded negative attitudes towards trust in others, it is clear that questions posed in relation to specific groups, such as neighbours, yields quite the opposite result. In figure 2 above, the modal and median response across the three questions is ‘agree’ and for each item, more than 70 percent of responses lie across the ‘strongly agree’ and ‘agree’ categories. The general pattern of responses across all three questions is the same and respondents are clearly in agreement that their neighbours can be trusted to act out a range of tasks in assistance to their needs. In terms of informal predispositions and expectations between neighbours, these results are encouraging and indicative of the high quality of perceived neighbourliness. It is clear that respondents have a lot of faith in their neighbours and this informs us of the strong presence of neighbourhood-based social capital in this sample.

There is a striking difference between the patterns of responses to the neighbourliness questions versus that of general interpersonal trust. While respondents tend to distrust ‘other people generally’, they possess far more faith and trust in their neighbours. These contrasts are important and it clearly matters
that we have framed our questions to fit specific situations and contexts. This is a preliminary indication that the generic trust item fails to measure the individual’s general tendency to trust and co-operate.

The prevalence of neighbourliness observed here can plausibly yield a number of spin-offs. The findings suggest that the necessary social basis for community-level co-operation is present. A strong sense of trust in neighbours bodes well for the prospects of collective action and the development of such things as community forums and community policing initiatives, both of which are important for the maintenance and upkeep of neighbourhood well-being. The findings further suggest that neighbours form part of the web of support that people turn to and on which they can depend in times of need. This could go a long way in sustaining stable, safe and harmonious communities.

**Face-to-face contact**

Building on these questions, we investigated informal networking between neighbours by probing the frequency of various types of contact which respondents experience with their neighbours. The CAS 2003 data measures four structural dimensions relating to contact. The four items ask about face-to-face and email/phone contact in relation to two types of networks 1) family/relative and 2) neighbours. This provides useful insight into the amount of time people allocate to family and relatives versus neighbours. It will further allow me to analyse the distinctions between networks and the importance respondents place on different groups of people who feature in their lives. I will firstly analyse the frequency distribution of face-to-face contact with neighbours and kin, moving then to look at phone and email contact for the same two groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How often do you visit or speak to family or relatives?</th>
<th>Everyday</th>
<th>Several times a week</th>
<th>Several times a month</th>
<th>Several times a year</th>
<th>Less than several times a year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often do you visit or speak to family or relatives?</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often do you visit or speak to neighbours?</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Percentage frequency in bold indicates median response.

17 The flaw in the design of this question is the grouping of family with relatives. It should be noted that in future we hope to address this issue by making a clear distinction between the variables testing contact with family and contact with relatives.
Interestingly, Table 1 above shows that for both questions the median response is to visit or speak to family/relatives and neighbours ‘several times a week’. It is clear that respondents enjoy frequent contact with both kin-based relations and neighbours, with 73 percent of responses falling across the ‘everyday’ and ‘several times a week’ categories for both these questions. Face-to-face contact with kin is more evenly distributed between ‘everyday’ and ‘several times a week’ but on an ‘everyday’ basis face-to-face contact with neighbours exceeds contact with family/relatives. At the other end of the response scale, 14 percent of respondents see their neighbours ‘less than several times a year’ versus the 3 percent who gave the same response regarding their family/relatives. In light of this, respondents enjoy slightly more frequent contact with kin, than with neighbours but generally there is a high rate of face-to-face contact with both groups.

The implications hereof are positive because these connections are important for the development of mutually beneficial relationships between actors. Visiting or choosing to speak to someone is a deliberate and most likely voluntary act of engagement and these informal associations spur outcomes which may serve a host of needs. The theoretical benefits associated herewith are well documented in the literature, and indeed the importance of both family and neighbours in daily survival and coping strategies is widely recognised. The informality of these contacts make them more accessible platforms for networking than formal organisations. Informal networks satisfy objectives in ways that the state welfare system and market are unable to. Keswell (2003:1) notes that “amongst poor South Africans it is multi-faceted support networks which may be in the form of kin, friends, neighbours or organisations, that can often mean the difference between survival and destitution”. In these vulnerable environments, it is the interactions and engagements with other community members that allow people to share their risk and maintain a livelihood. Access to this type of assistance requires some nurturing and one way to nurture these relationships is to maintain good contact.

**Other forms of contact: E-mail/Phone**

As mentioned we probed other forms of contact, specifically focussing on communication with family and relatives and neighbours via phone and email. We hoped that this would broaden our view of networks. Table 2 to follow shows the descriptive findings related hereto.

---

18 See various publications by Australian Institute for Family Studies (1999, 2000 & 2001) on the importance of family and community structures in helping people get by and assisting in the attainment of certain ends for individual gain as well as for meso level benefits such as sustaining communities and family foundations. Briggs (1998) as well as Dominguez & Watkins (2003), discuss the value of these connections as a form of bonding social capital and also present findings in support of the argument that these bonds are essential for sustaining the welfare and basic daily needs of community members.
Table 2: Phone/Email contact with 1) family/relatives & 2) neighbours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Everyday</th>
<th>Several times a week</th>
<th>Several times a month</th>
<th>Several times a year</th>
<th>Less often</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How often do you phone/e-mail family or relatives?</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often do you phone/e-mail neighbours?</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Percentage frequency in bold indicates median response.

The results in Table 2 indicate the extent of contact people have with their neighbours and family/relatives, over and above face-to-face contact. Given the high frequency of face-to-face contact it is not surprising that respondents make much less use of phone or email as a means of communication. Generally respondents rely on a greater combination of face-to-face as well as other contact means when it comes to kin-based networks, but as far as neighbours go there is a clear tendency towards face-to-face rather than email or phone contact.

It is not surprising that people have a high frequency of contact with their family/relatives through telephonic or email communication since relatives and family members may live far away but neighbours are more likely to be in close proximity. This is probably why 75% of respondents use these forms of contact with neighbours less than several times a year. While the median response for phone/email contacts with family and relatives is ‘several times a month’, the median in relation to neighbours is ‘less than several times a year.’

It is clear that while trust in ‘others generally’ is low, family and neighbourhood based networks are highly developed and by all accounts we have much more to learn with respect to the functioning and utility derived from the noted strength of these bonds.

**Formal Associational Activity**

To test the extent of formal associational membership we asked the respondents to tell us whether they were a leader, active member, inactive member or not a member at all to the organisations listed in table 3:

As is clear from the frequency distributions in Table 3 below, more than 50 percent of respondents are active in religious organisations. In relation to the other groups in the table, this level of participation is unparalleled. In fact, for the rest of the organisations in question, the frequencies are considerably low,
with very high levels of non-membership recorded across all these groups. The ‘sports club’ and ‘group that does things for the community’ are the only other groups with membership activity above 10% in the sample. All the other organisations; ranging in type from social, political, community-based and professional; yield very low levels of membership.

Table 3: Formal Associational Membership

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Are you a leader or active member or inactive member in this kind of organisation?</th>
<th>Active member</th>
<th>Inactive member</th>
<th>Not a member</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Religious group e.g Church or Mosque</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Club or organisation</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group that does things for the community</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local self-help association e.g. stokvel or burial</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Union</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group that does things concerned with local matters such as a school PTA</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood watch or street committee</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A political party</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business or Professional Association</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another social club</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* Grouped under column headed ‘Active Member’ are the responses which were recorded as either leader or active member.

Theoretically these findings suggest that the stock of social capital is low, even more so because many of the groups in question have some kind of community development objective e.g. stokvels and street committees or in the cases of the political party and trade union groups, are important for the sustenance of political and economic accountability. In terms of trade union membership, we need to look at this in perspective, considering that 51 percent of our respondents recorded ‘not having a paid job’ of any kind, and are thus broadly defined ‘unemployed’. Given these high rates of unemployment we should not be too surprised that trade union membership is low. As for formal membership in political parties, this measure does not necessarily suffice to inform our knowledge of support for political parties. In fact the CAS 2003 data shows that when asked whether they ‘feel close to a political party’, over 43 percent of respondents answered in the affirmative. I mention these results to emphasise the point that formal political membership tells us little about the strength of political efficacy and people’s affinity to support and follow politics as concerned citizens of the democracy. However, the low levels of political party and trade union membership are not encouraging since both types of organisations might be important for democratic stability, as they may function to hold the state and the market accountable.
The low levels of participation in community or neighbourhood based groups should raise some alarm bells, since people are clearly not formally combining their abilities for the benefit of their community or neighbourhood. Formal associations of this kind have been emphasised, particularly in the approach applied by Putnam (1993), as vital to the sustenance of community life and the survival of the civic and institutional structures. Community-based groups work to fill the gaps in the service delivery offered by the state. Beyond this function, formal organisations which represent the needs and demands of the community may help hold the government accountable, by having a say in the policy-making and governance process thus making for a more participatory democracy. The low levels of participation in such groups in Cape Town suggest that there is much work ahead of our communities in the development of locally based organisations. This matter is of utmost importance in our democracy especially in a time when local and provincial government are making a number of attempts to encourage communities to stand together and work towards common security and developmental goals as well as in light of President Thabo Mbeki’s call for greater volunteerism.  

However, our perspective on community development and integration needs to be more encompassing. Low levels of participation in community-based organisations do not mean that people are failing to engage and co-operate with their neighbours. The extent of trust and reciprocity in the neighbourhood coupled with high rates of face-to-face contact may help explain the low levels of membership to formal organisations. It may be that a substitution effect is taking place whereby participation in formal organisations is substituted by informal networks. In a community where neighbours have a mutual sense of trust and co-operation to safe guard each other and secure collective well-being, there may be a lessened desire and need for formal organisations such as neighbourhood watches and community groups. Regular contact and trust are key components in the formation of support structures which do not need to be formally recognised as associations, but which suffice in securing the collective welfare of the neighbourhood. 

This conclusion highlights the shortcomings of relying too heavily on formal associational membership as an indicator of the extent of interconnectedness in communities and thus as a measure of the quality of social capital. Other structural dimensions such as contact may well offer deeper insight into the level of engagement in communities and their capacity to secure collective welfare.

---

While formal connections are important, we need to develop our analysis of social capital in both forms: formal and informal connections, the latter which is clearly of a different nature and likely to reap an entirely untapped range of benefits. This may be context-driven and uniquely valuable to the African context. It is likely that informal networks are of greater importance to the daily survival strategies of Africans than formal networks, not least because the formal creation and maintenance of organisations is costly in terms of time and money. The poor, who make up the bulk of the population, have less time for leisurely pursuits related to sports or social clubs and the opportunity cost of membership to an organisation often outweighs the benefits thereof. People are likely to be far more focused on their own survival and that of their family than joining a local community organisation or social club.

I do not wish to question the value of formal organisations in society and I recognise fully the importance of these groups in meeting society’s developmental objectives. However, we need to build on our understanding of how these organisations function. It is not sufficient to look at formal membership alone, we need to look at why some people elect to join and why others do not as well as develop measures which taps into the benefits derived from membership. Further, it is necessary to study informal activities and associations and the role that these play in helping people survive and prosper in life.

Having offered a descriptive overview of social capital in Cape Town, the next section will provide an exploratory and descriptive analysis of the CAS 2003 data, investigating the dimensionality of the data.

4. Is social capital a multi-dimensional concept? Testing for dimensionality using Factor and Reliability Analyses

The descriptive analysis undertaken thus far has provided some answers to an important question about the stock of social capital. However, the assumption that social capital is a multi-faceted concept raises a second, probably more important question regarding the dimensionality of the concept. Specifically, is social capital a multi-dimensional concept? My hypothesis is in the affirmative, social capital is a multi-dimensional concept. In order to test this hypothesis, I undertake Factor and Reliability Analyses. This stage serves the dual purpose of testing the quality of the data, both in terms of validity and reliability and is a

---

20 African here does not refer to a racial category, but merely to people, regardless of race, who live on the African continent.
useful set of statistical tools for analysing patterns in the data such that we can observe how variables cluster together to form factors. In this way, dimensional components will be extracted, helping us understand which measures tap in to the same underlying concept and which ones are distinguishable from the rest.

I expect to show that general interpersonal trust is not an all-encompassing measure of trust, because respondents display varied levels of trust depending on who we are asking about. Similarly I anticipate that formal networks of association are distinguishable from informal ones. Alternatively, the data may support the Putnam/Inglehart treatment of the concept, i.e. that general interpersonal trust captures trust in every sense of the word, and indeed that there is nothing to distinguish it from other forms of trust and reciprocity.

In making use of the factor and reliability testing my approach is essentially an exploratory one. I am exploring the manner in which variables cluster together to form factors. I am also testing the quality of the measures in terms of consistency and validity, which is important given that many of the items are newly designed. This process will contribute to improving the study of social capital through survey instruments and the results will assist future endeavours to design good quality measurement items. The first step of this analysis involved the creation of a correlation matrix, indicating the strength of association between the variables measuring social capital. I ran the correlation analysis using the Kendall-Tau B co-efficient since all the variables are ordinal. Certain variables had to be recoded such that a higher score is indicative of more social capital.

---

21 To obtain more detail on factor analysis and reliability testing and the criteria used, please see Appendix A.
22 For recodes, please see Appendix B. Summary statistics for each of the social capital variables are also recorded here.
Table 4: Kendall Tau-B correlations: All measures of social capital

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>19</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neigh-</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bours</td>
<td>help out</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>help out</td>
<td>0.082*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neigh-</td>
<td>0.101*</td>
<td>0.454**</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bours</td>
<td>stop break-</td>
<td>0.057*</td>
<td>0.242**</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.699**</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in</td>
<td>Neigh-</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bours</td>
<td>watch your</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.227**</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>house</td>
<td>PH/Email</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.227**</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PH/Email</td>
<td>0.962*</td>
<td>0.110**</td>
<td>0.993**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.104**</td>
<td>0.193**</td>
<td>0.197**</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious</td>
<td>-0.061</td>
<td>-0.022</td>
<td>-0.025</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
<td>0.086*</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.073*</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group</td>
<td>Trade</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>-0.045</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>-0.035</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.090*</td>
<td>0.084*</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union</td>
<td>Prof.</td>
<td>0.089*</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.107**</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.103**</td>
<td>0.098**</td>
<td>-0.051</td>
<td>0.107**</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assoc.</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>-0.020</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>0.122**</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.101**</td>
<td>0.115**</td>
<td>0.163**</td>
<td>0.107**</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>0.116**</td>
<td>-0.096</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td>-0.118**</td>
<td>-0.037</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>-0.128**</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.203**</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-</td>
<td>Neigh-</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.122**</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>-0.060</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.270**</td>
<td>0.101*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bours</td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.025</td>
<td>-0.049</td>
<td>-0.058</td>
<td>-0.104**</td>
<td>0.164**</td>
<td>-0.021</td>
<td>0.074*</td>
<td>0.122**</td>
<td>0.119**</td>
<td>0.118**</td>
<td>0.503**</td>
<td>0.165**</td>
<td>0.155**</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matters</td>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>0.087*</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>-0.068</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.121**</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.113**</td>
<td>0.138**</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td>0.107**</td>
<td>0.112**</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Club</td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>-0.044</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.505</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.126**</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.152**</td>
<td>0.134**</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>club</td>
<td>Political</td>
<td>0.091*</td>
<td>-0.096</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>-0.035</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.113**</td>
<td>-0.017</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.114**</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.162**</td>
<td>0.257**</td>
<td>0.161**</td>
<td>0.182**</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>-0.057</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>-0.683**</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>-0.228</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>-0.284</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The correlation matrix, Table 4 on the previous page, is useful in displaying the general patterns of association and offers a preliminary indication of which variables are likely to cluster together to form factors. It is clear that the correlations between the variables range from very weak to very strong and significant. The most notable relationship is between the neighbourliness variables, indicative of a very strong set of variables which arguably represents a unique factor and thus dimension of social capital quite different to general interpersonal trust. It is also notable that these three variables have only weak and insignificant associations with the general interpersonal trust item and many of associational activism variables. However, the correlations only provide preliminary indications and the factor and reliability tests are the main statistical techniques which I applied in the investigation of data dimensionality.23 I will refer back to the correlation scores throughout the paper, as I analyse these results in relation to the findings from the factor and reliability tests.

I applied factor and reliability analyses to the measures of 1) general trust, 2) neighbourliness, 3) face-to-face contact, 4) phone/e-mail contact and 5) formal associational membership and activity. In total, these variables are made up of nineteen question items. Because the process entailed observing and understanding the patterns which the data formed and the manner in which certain variables clustered together, the primary step was to insert all nineteen variables into the factor analysis test. Reference made to the primary factor analysis will refer then to this initial factor analysis test, the results of which shaped and directed the process of reliability testing, as well as a series of other factor analysis tests, where necessary.

The primary factor analysis gave an initial indication of how the variables were likely to be clustered to constitute valid and reliable factors or dimensions of social capital.24 While beginning the process by observing the strongest loadings, any particularly weak or peculiar factor loadings were investigated further.25 The final interpretation however came down to looking at both the

23 I applied Maximum Likelihood Factor Analysis. Constructs with an Eigen value over 1 is considered to represent a factor, and I only accommodated loadings >.30. The rotation method used was Direct Oblimin.
24 In the primary factor analysis a total of 5 factors with Eigen values of over 1 were extracted with none of them accounting for more than 10 percent of the variance. Two factors with an Eigen value <1 were also observed, but were deemed invalid.
25 The analysis entailed investigating the sensitivity of factor loadings to the range of variables in the analysis, i.e. testing the extent to which some items are affected by the items surrounding it. For the peculiar or very weak loadings, the variables attached hereto were
factor analysis outcomes as well as the results of the reliability analysis with consideration for the correlation co-efficients observed in the correlation matrix. The results hereof will now be discussed as I present the factors and dimensions of social capital found in the CAS 2003 data.

**General Interpersonal Trust**

The correlation matrix offers the first sign of a weak relationship between interpersonal trust and the other social capital variables in the analysis. In the primary factor analysis, the interpersonal trust item was clearly distinguishable from the other variables as it did not load with any of the independent variables and stood out as a single-item factor of sorts.

The interpersonal trust construct had an Eigen value of just 1.02 and a structure matrix loading of .316 and accounted for less than 2 percent of the total variance.\(^{26}\) The results from the factor analysis suggest that interpersonal trust is capturing a unique facet of social capital, distinguishable from the other variables under investigation. While this is an invaluable first step in separating out various forms of social capital, methodologically there is room for improvement. We clearly need to do more to build on this single item construct and by designing measures around this item develop a stronger, more robust construct to measure the concept of interpersonal trust. Of course, interpersonal trust has to firstly be measured in relation to a specific group of people, once we have decided which aspect of trust we are interested in probing. For example, the concept of generalised trust is often interpreted as people’s attitudes towards

\(^{26}\) After testing the effect of removing the variables with which interpersonal trust was most weakly and negatively associated (based on the results in the correlation matrix), the factor analysis findings remained unchanged to the extent that interpersonal trust once again failed to load with the other variables. I also tested the effect of removing the neighbourly trust variables, since interpersonal trust is more strongly associated with these variables than any of the others; once again the results remained unchanged – interpersonal trust did not load with the any of the independent variables in the analysis. I ran a reliability test with only the interpersonal trust item and neighbourly trust items, the results being an Alpha of .61 which although not strong, is a fairly good indicator of reliability; however this may be attributed to the noted strength of association between the three neighbourly trust variables, which are only slightly being affected by the interpersonal trust item. Furthermore, the factor analysis results paint a picture indicative of neighbourly trust as distinct from general interpersonal trust.
strangers. If we are interested in understanding people’s attitudes towards strangers, then logically we should frame our questions to ask about trust in strangers, rather than the non-descript group called ‘other people generally’. In this way we can probe the circumstances in which people would and would not feel comfortable or find it necessary to trust strangers. For our immediate analytical purposes though, we only have one item at our disposal in CAS 2003, which captures the interpersonal trust concept.

**Neighbourliness**

The independent variables measuring respondents’ perceptions of trust and reciprocity amongst neighbours and which I have labelled ‘neighbourliness’, comprise the most robust set of measures in the dataset. The factor loadings are consistently high\(^{27}\). These three items consistently cluster together and do not load on any other factor nor do they cluster with any other variables in the analysis. The factor was not in the least sensitive to the surrounding variables and the construct maintained its form through a series of factor tests. It is worth noting that these variables are quite distinct from the generalised interpersonal trust item and this is a key indication that we have, through the design of these measures, tapped into a different dimension of trust. The correlation matrix shows that these items are strongly correlated with each other. The reliability of these variables is strong (Cronbach Alpha = .795). It is clear then that not only is this factor distinct from the other variables, but that neighbourliness is a valid and reliable construct containing three items which can be said to be measuring the same underlying concept.

**Face-to-face contact**

Based on the results of the factor analysis, the variables measuring the frequency of face-to-face contact with neighbours and family/relatives, are two unique rather than parallel indicators of contact. There is clearly a difference in what we are measuring when we speak of contact with neighbours versus

---

\(^{27}\) In the primary factor analysis, these variables made up the factor with the highest Eigen value of 1.8 and explained the largest percentage of the total variance at 10 percent. The structure matrix loadings were: .617, .802 and .905. When undertaking a factor analysis test containing only these three variables, a single factor was extracted, yielding an Eigen value of 2.13, with 71 percent of variance in the factor being explained by these variables. Factor loadings observed: .579, .780, .913.
contact with family/relatives since these variables did not form a factor. It is unsurprising that these variables are weakly correlated since we can plausibly expect that people have different patterns of contact when it comes to kin-based relationships and that of neighbours. As the reliability analysis of these two items confirmed, with an Alpha of .377, there is no more than a weak, unreliable and invalid relationship between the two variables, which have a Kendal Tau-B coefficient of .239**.

**Other contact: Phone/Email**

The variables measuring phone/email contact with family/relatives and neighbours clustered together to form a factor but the construct is deemed invalid because the Eigen value was less than 1. The variables have a modest correlation (Tau-B = .226**) and an Alpha = .366, which is not very reliable. The only other variable to load on this factor was that of face-to-face contact with family/relatives but the construct was weak and unreliable.

To make a more acute interpretation, I conducted a factor analysis test using only these three variables i.e. the two ‘other contact’ items and the ‘face-to-face contact with family/relatives’ item, thus eliminating the effect which any of the surrounding variables may have had on the earlier findings. The results were still weak, failing to extract a factor with an Eigen value greater than 1. Once again, this result is not surprising since people tend to have different patterns of contact with family/relative connections than they would with their neighbours. As such with these items, we are tapping into two distinct structural dimensions of social capital – that of phone/email contact with a) family/relatives and b) neighbours.

---

28 The variable measuring face-to-face contact with neighbours formed its own construct or factor with an Eigen value of 1.279 with a structure matrix loading of .974 and accounted for 6.7 percent of total variance in the primary factor analysis test. After testing the sensitivity of this score to the removal of generalised trust and neighbourly trust, the construct still maintained its form. This variable was clearly distinct from all the other items in the analysis.

29 The question measuring face-to-face contact with family/relatives loaded with the two items measuring phone/e-mail contact with kin and neighbours, in the primary factor analysis, but they formed a construct with an Eigen value of less than one and thus was not considered a valid factor. Furthermore the three variables together scored poorly in the reliability testing, with Alpha = .376.
Formal Associational Activity

A particularly striking observation was that membership in religious organisations did not cluster with any of the other variables and instead was found to be a singular item construct, making up a factor with an Eigen value of 1.022, explaining 5.4 percent of the total variance in the primary factor analysis.

Another finding that warrants special mention is that the variables measuring membership in professional associations, sports clubs, other social clubs and other groups yielded no loadings on any of the factors. These items, I suspected would be highly sensitive to the surrounding variables and I ran a series of factor tests, removing variables which were particularly weakly correlated with these variables, such as the ‘contact’ items. Throughout these tests the items yielding no loadings.30

The following organisation types: ‘trade unions’, ‘groups that do things for the community’, ‘local self-help organisations’, ‘neighbourhood watches’, ‘groups concerned with local matters’ and ‘political organisations’ all loaded on the same factor, with an Eigen value of 1.405, explaining 7.5 percent of the total variance in the primary factor analysis. An analysis of the correlation scores between these six items, suggests that respondents display a similar degree of activity, or rather inactivity across these 6 groups. Running a reliability test with these six items, yielded an Alpha of .560, which is under the criteria of Alpha = .7 for more than three variables. However, these variables are similarly correlated and after running the factor analysis with only these six variables, a single factor was extracted, with an Eigen value of 1.7 and which explained 35 percent of the variance, indicating the validity of these items. With this finding it was deemed acceptable to group these six variables as measuring the same underlying concept of community and socio-political organisational activity.

The overall conclusion from the factor analysis and reliability analysis is that there are a range of clearly distinguishable constructs being captured by our

30 I also tested the effects of removing each of these four items from the primary factor analysis one at a time, and then removing three of them and leaving one of them in the analysis, alternating between the four items to observe how they affect each other, but still none of the items yielded any factor loadings. Based on this, I decided to drop these variables from the next stage of analysis. These groups have very low levels of membership, for each item, more the 80 percent of respondents were recorded as not being a member hereto. This might explain the very weak results noted and perhaps we should try and capture membership to these types of organisations using a different set of items in future. The ‘other group’ variable had to be dropped from the Factor analysis anyway, because less than 80 percent of respondents responded to this question.
measures of social capital. Thus, we are able to speak about dimensions of social capital. This is the primary indicator that the Putnam/Inglehart assumption that the general interpersonal trust item is an all-encompassing measure of trust, and that associational membership adequately captures the structural component, is not supported in the CAS 2003 dataset. The results indicate that the social capital variables can be grouped into distinct pockets – each one tapping into a unique facet of social capital.

The factors observed are:

1. Interpersonal trust – single item construct
2. Neighbourliness – three item construct
3. Face-to-face contact with family/relatives – single item construct
4. Face-to-face contact with neighbours – single item construct
5. Phone/Email contact with family-relative – single item construct
6. Phone/Email contact with neighbours – single item construct
7. Membership activity in a religious organisation – single item construct
8. Membership activity in a socio-political or community organisation - six item construct

Of the nineteen variables used in the factor analysis, a total of eight constructs were identified. In terms of the single item constructs, this findings may be indicative of weak measures and we could do more in future to build items around these measures in order to strengthen the validity and reliability hereof.

I also noticed that the data clustered in such a way that we can distinguish between various types of social capital. In particular we can distinguish between that which is generalised social capital (generalised trust); bonding social capital (neighbourliness) as well as a more dense form of bonding social capital in terms of the kin-based variables. This may substantiate the view that social capital has a different nature functioning relative the relationship in question. Further analysis of this finding may help us understand the dynamics, distinctions and comparisons between various relationships and different forms of social capital.

5. Conclusion

This paper was written with the intention of offering a descriptive and exploratory analysis of social capital in Cape Town. Beginning with a critical review of the dominant approaches to the study of social capital in political
science, the paper addresses the weaknesses and shortcomings of these approaches and offers a new analytical perspective on social capital.

The dominant theoretical and analytical approaches to the study of social capital are useful because they allow us to speak about the extent of general interpersonal trust in society as well as make comparisons between societies in terms of trust. We care to know about general interpersonal trust because it is a productive resource and it has been linked a range of politically and socially beneficial outcomes. Trusting societies are likely to be more harmonious and citizens are likely to possess the virtues of genuine concern for others, reciprocity and co-operation, creating a more civically minded and political aware social context. Similarly the extent of formal associational activity in a society is said to tell us about the degree of social engagement and tolerance, since associations are seen as appropriate contexts for the formation of cross-cutting ties and the development of open-minded attitudes as well as co-operative behaviour\(^{31}\). These theoretical conclusions seem to provide a simplistic understanding of social capital and its outcomes, as though the links are clear and equally applicable in each context. But there are problems with this approach. Too much interpretative power is placed on the simple measures of general interpersonal trust and formal associational activism and social capital is far more complex than is readily assumed.

While I agree that social capital matters, I question the manner in which social capital is predominantly studied and interpreted as a determinant of democratic stability. I address this concern by critically assessing the dominant approaches to the study social capital in political science, focusing on the ‘social-psychological approach’\(^{32}\). I first comment on the assumed situational consistency of interpersonal trust and the treatment of trust as an unvarying personality trait of the individual. I argue that trust varies not only over time, but also by context. Individuals adapt their level of trust to suite their circumstances and are likely, for example, to trust their closest relations more than they do strangers or people who are mere acquaintances. The analysis of responses to the WVS general interpersonal trust item does not afford us insight into trust as it may vary in this way. Thus we have little knowledge of how trust between members of closer circles, such as friends and neighbours, shape and develop the types of social skills often attributed to general impersonal trust such as reciprocity, civic mindedness and co-operation. On a more technical note, the widely used WVS measure of trust may be unreliable because the use


\(^{32}\) As discussed and defined in Rose (1998).
of the double-negative can make interpretation confusing for respondents and the forced-choice structure offers no scaled set of response options.

While trust and networks are assumed (by Putnam, 2000 and Inglehart, 1997) to be intricately intertwined concepts, there is no clear consensus on the direction of this relationship. Regardless of this dilemma, empirical findings do not support the hypothesis that general interpersonal trust and formal networks of associations are linked in either direction. This may be attributed to the overly simplistic measures used to inform our understanding of a rather complex relationship between trust in others and our propensity to forge bonds of association.

The outcomes of networks and trust are confusingly similar and it is expected that together these two components inform us about the stock of social capital and prospects for democracy in society. But the interpretation of trust and networks as intertwined predictors of similar outcomes does not help us understand the distinct consequences linked to networks, and the manner in which these may differ from consequences linked to trust. For example, South Africa’s low levels of trust but high levels of associational activism (based on WVS findings) cannot be explained by the Putnam/Inglehart theory which suggests that these two variables are positively related to each other. These are important distinctions to make and I argue that there is some benefit in treating the facets of social capital as distinct.

With these considerations in mind, I proposed an approach to social capital which encompasses other facets such as trust and reciprocity between neighbours as well as engagement with neighbours and kin relations. In this way we might gain a more acute perspective on people’s attitudes towards trust in different groups of people and how these are linked to certain outcomes. My proposal required empirical support and in order to investigate the dimensionality and consequences of social capital in Cape Town, I proceeded to analyse the CAS 2003 data.

The CAS 2003 data was used to answer two important analytical questions. The first question relates to the stock of social capital in Cape Town. The analysis revealed that the level of general interpersonal trust is low, a finding which is in line with what we know about interpersonal trust in South Africa, from other surveys such as the Afrobarometer and WVS. Neighbourly trust, captured in the neighbourliness construct, is significantly higher in Cape Town than general interpersonal trust and this descriptive finding was the primary indication that trust is a varying and situational concept. While people distrust others generally, the results suggest that neighbours are perceived to be trustworthy and reliable.
Trust is not a static and generalisable quality of the individual and by posing the
general trust item in relation to a non-descript group of ‘others’ we may be
losing valuable insight into the dynamics of trust. Similarly we found that
people have strong networks of association with their neighbours and enjoy
regular contact with their neighbours both in terms of face-to-face engagement
and communication by phone or e-mail. Network relations with family and
relatives are also upheld by regular contact. While informal networks are
maintained by regular contact, levels of formal associational activity are low,
with the exception of religious organisations which are relatively well attended.

How are these findings to be interpreted? Well, theory suggests that low levels
of general interpersonal trust and low levels of formal associational activism are
sufficient information to inform us that social capital in Cape Town is low and
thus the prospects for the civic culture and democratic stability are weak.
However, having probed other dimensions of social capital it is clear that the
picture is more complex. Indeed, general interpersonal trust and formal
associational activity are low, but the level of neighbourliness is high and
respondents have strong networks of informal association with neighbours and
kin. While I agree that formal organisations play an important role in civic
society, they do not provide the complete picture of networking. The findings
indicate that people are connecting in more informal capacities, an outcome
which may be linked to the opportunity cost of associational membership, such
as time and money. Alternatively, there may be a lessened need to join formal
associations such as street committees or neighbourhood watch organisations
because local communities are sustaining their own welfare through informal
mechanisms such as generally helping and protecting each other.

My decision to analyse the stock of social capital in terms of distinct facets
rested on the hypothesis that social capital is indeed a multi-faceted concept. I
was compelled to test this hypothesis and by applying Factor and Reliability
Analyses to the CAS 2003 data I observed distinct dimensions of social capital.
Interestingly, the variables clustered into groupings which match to some
degree, the theoretical groupings of bridging and bonding social capital.
Respondents distinguished between trust in others generally (bridging social
capital) and trust in neighbours (a form of bonding social capital). Furthermore,
networks clustered in terms of formal associations (which are linked to bridging
social capital) and neighbourhood networks were distinguished from kin-based
networks, suggesting that a deeper form of bonding social capital may be
present. A few significant conclusions can be drawn from these results. Firstly,
the results suggest that social capital is multi-dimensional concept, made up of a
range of distinct constructs. Secondly, when analysing social capital, we need to
first be specific about which aspects we are interested in understanding and then
design our measures accordingly. While CAS 2003 was a useful instrument for exploring dimensionality, there is significant room for improvement in its measures. In terms of the single item constructs, we can do more in future to build around these items so as to develop stronger, more robust indicators of these concepts. Certain measures which were dropped from the analysis, because of their weak validity and reliability, also need to be reviewed and developed further.

While international trends in the study of social capital entail conceptualising and measuring social capital as a two-dimensional concept, evidence from the CAS 2003 data suggests that there are many unexplored avenues of social capital which may offer useful insight into other aspects of trust and relational activity. We have little reason to believe that it is sufficient to rely on the general interpersonal trust and associational membership items to inform our understanding the quality of social relations in a given context and while CAS 2003 by no means covers a exhaustive range of dimensions of social capital it certainly helps in providing a basis for encouraging and promoting a multi-dimensional approach to studying social capital. Building on the current descriptive findings, the next stage of this analysis relates to the consequences of social capital. These findings are documented in a separate paper, which will offer an explanatory analysis of the manner in which social capital can be linked to a host of hypothesised outcomes such as tolerance of diversity, civic commitment and political participation.
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Appendix A

Analytical Techniques: Factor and Reliability Analyses

Cape Area Study 2003 has a sample of 588 individuals, all of whom are over 18 and South African citizens, from the Cape Metropolitan Area. The data was analysed at the individual level, using SPSS.

Factor and Reliability analyses were used to identify dimensions of social capital as well as to test the quality of data in terms of validity and reliability. Validity testing is the assessment of whether or not a set of measures actually measure what they say they do, while the reliability testing assesses the consistency of responses to a certain set of questions. Factor Analysis tests construct validity and Reliability analysis was used to test inter-item consistency. A brief description of each approach is provided below.

Factor Analysis

While correlations between variables are useful for providing insight into the strength of associations, a more sophisticated technique is needed for the purpose of determining complex patterns of correlations among variables. Factor analysis serves this purpose since it identifies clusters in large sets of variables, and establishes a set of weights which are assigned to each variable in the cluster i.e. the extent to which each variable loads on the particular factor (Piazza-Georgi, 2001:8).

Factor analysis is useful for summarising the correlation between two or more variables, and thus reducing them to a single factor. For example, the correlation between two variables can be summarised in a scatter plot. A regression line could then be fitted to represent the ‘best’ summary of the linear relationship between the variables. By defining a variable that would approximate the regression line in the scatter plot representing the correlation between these two variables, we are able to capture the fundamental nature of the two items, thus reducing the them to a single factor. Respondent’s single scores on this new factor could then be used in future to represent the core or essence of two items. This new item is the linear combination of the two variables, which we can weight equally in the generation of a single factor (StatSoft, 2003). The grouping of items or measures in this category depends in part on the strength of correlation between these items as well as the condition
that these items are not so highly correlated with other items related to other categories of the social concept, to imply that they are measuring this instead. The logic behind this is that items measuring the same thing should correlate more highly with each other than with other items in the analysis (Rummel, 2004).

Factor Matrix loadings are interpreted as follows, if the loading is .5 this = 5² meaning that 25% of the variance of that variable is explained by the factor. Thus, the stronger the factor loading, the stronger the construct validity of the set variables in the factor are said to be. The Eigenvalue of the factor is an immediate indicator of how useful each factor is, and the higher the Eigenvalue the more of the total variance of its components is explained by that factor. An Eigenvalue of 1 is usually the criteria for accepting the factor as meaningful. If the Eigenvalue is less than one it means that the factor does not explain more of the variance than any of the single variable would (Piazza-Georgi, 2001:10-11, 13).

For factor analysis, SPSS was set as follows:

- Extraction method: Maximum likelihood
- Rotation: Direct Oblimin (Oblique)

For instances when a single factor is extracted, I analysed the Factor Matrix loadings, since no rotation has taken place. When more than one factor was extracted and rotation has taken place I interpreted the Structure Matrix factor loadings.

Before interpreting the data using these techniques, we need to set certain criteria for acceptance of the results as indicative of having strong construct validity and reliability, such that we are able to distinguish between strong and weak results.

For Factor Analysis the criteria for assessment are such that:

- Eigen value of more than 1 will be considered as valid
- Suppress factor loadings of less than .3
- Factor loadings of .4 or below are considered weak
- Factor loadings between .4 and .6 considered moderate
- Factor loadings of .6 or more considered strong
Reliability Analysis

Reliability testing involves the analysis of the Cronbach’s Alpha co-efficient to test the internal consistency of responses to a set of questions. Generally a reliability score of .80 indicates a strong internal consistency, but for newly developed measurement tools, (such as the social capital measurement items used in CAS) a reliability score of .60 is considered acceptable. A high value Alpha is usually used to infer that the measurement tool constructed is measuring a single underlying construct. As a general rule, Alpha should not be computed if less than 85% of the sample have not responded, since in cases where most respondents have not completed all the items on the measurement tool, a spuriously high Alpha may be obtained (StatSoft, 2003).

Testing for reliability is an important step in questionnaire design and development and when the Alpha falls below an acceptable level, further investigation needs to be done to determine the problem, which may be due to unclear wording or inappropriate use of terms within the question. Researchers also have to be aware of respondents going into ‘response set’ mode, whereby a battery of questions is designed such that respondents can develop a pattern of consistent responses to the set of questions, without giving much thought or distinguishing between each individual question.

For Reliability Analysis the criteria is that

- Testing is based on Cronbach’s Alpha co-efficient
- Analysis is only undertaken when more than 80% of the sample have responded to the set of questions.
- Alpha co-efficient of .6 or more for two variables is considered an acceptable indicator of consistency.
- Alpha co-efficient of .7 or more for three or more variables is considered an acceptable indicator of consistency.
Appendix B

Variable Recodes and Summary Statistics

For the validity and reliability testing as well as correlation analyses, variables were recoded for consistency in terms of the directionality of the measures. This was to ensure that for all the items, a higher score meant ‘more’ social capital, in terms of what the item is measuring.

All ‘Don’t Know’ responses were recorded as Missing. Missing variables were dropped from factor, reliability and correlation analyses.

**Recodes : Social Capital**

General Trust Variable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Format</th>
<th>Recoded Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 = Strongly agree</td>
<td>1 = Strongly disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 = Agree</td>
<td>2 = Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 = Neither</td>
<td>3 = Neither</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 = Disagree</td>
<td>4 = Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 = Strongly disagree</td>
<td>5 = Strongly agree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Neighbourliness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Format</th>
<th>Recoded Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 = Strongly agree</td>
<td>1 = Strongly disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 = Agree</td>
<td>2 = Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 = Neither</td>
<td>3 = Neither</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 = Disagree</td>
<td>4 = Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 = Strongly disagree</td>
<td>5 = Strongly agree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Face-to-face contact with 1) Family and Relatives and 2) Neighbours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Format</th>
<th>Recoded Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 = Everyday</td>
<td>1 = Less than several times a year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 = Several times a week</td>
<td>2 = Several times a year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 = Several times a month</td>
<td>3 = Several times a month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 = Several times a year</td>
<td>4 = Several times a week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 = Less than several times a year</td>
<td>5 = Everyday</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Phone/Email contact with 1) Family and Relatives and 2) Neighbours**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Format</th>
<th>Recoded Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 = Everyday</td>
<td>1 = Less than several times a year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 = Several times a week</td>
<td>2 = Several times a year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 = Several times a month</td>
<td>3 = Several times a month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 = Several times a year</td>
<td>4 = Several times a week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 = Less than several times a year</td>
<td>5 = Everyday</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Associational Activity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Format</th>
<th>Recoded Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 = Leader</td>
<td>1 = Not a member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 = Active Member</td>
<td>2 = Inactive member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 = Inactive Member</td>
<td>3 = Active member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 = Not a member</td>
<td>4 = Leader</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Summary Statistics: Social Capital Variables**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Missing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Trust</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbours Helpful</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbours stop break-in</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbours watch your house</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit/Speak to neighbours</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone/Email neighbours</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit/Speak to fam/relatives</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone/Email fam/relatives</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active-Religious Org.</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active-Trade Union</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active-Prof./Bus. Assoc.</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active-Community Org.</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active-Local self-help Org.</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active-Neighbourhood watch</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active-Local Group, PTA etc</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active-Sports Club</td>
<td>566</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active-Another social club</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active-Political party</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active-Other</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The Centre for Social Science Research

The CSSR is an umbrella organisation comprising three research units:

The **AIDS and Society Research Unit** (ASRU) supports innovative research into the social dimensions of AIDS in South Africa. Special emphasis is placed on exploring the interface between qualitative and quantitative research. By forging creative links between academic research and outreach activities, we hope to improve our understanding of the relationship between AIDS and society and to make a difference to those living with AIDS. Focus areas include: AIDS-stigma, sexual relationships in the age of AIDS, the social and economic factors influencing disclosure (of HIV-status to others), the interface between traditional medicine and biomedicine, and the impact of providing antiretroviral treatment on individuals and households.

The **Democracy in Africa Research Unit** (DARU) supports students and scholars who conduct systematic research in the following three areas: 1) public opinion and political culture in Africa and its role in democratisation and consolidation; 2) elections and voting in Africa; and 3) the impact of the HIV/AIDS pandemic on democratisation in Southern Africa. DARU has developed close working relationships with projects such as the Afrobarometer (a cross national survey of public opinion in fifteen African countries), the Comparative National Elections Project, and the Health Economics and AIDS Research Unit at the University of Natal.

The **Social Surveys Unit** (SSU) promotes critical analysis of the methodology, ethics and results of South African social science research. The SSU seeks to integrate quantitative and qualitative research. Our core activities include the overlapping Cape Area Study and Cape Area Panel Study. The Cape Area Study comprises a series of surveys of social, economic and political aspects of life in Cape Town. The Cape Area Panel Study is an ongoing study of 4800 young adults in Cape Town as they move from school into the worlds of work, unemployment, adulthood and parenthood. Linked to the panel study is an ethnographic study of childhood and adolescence in post-apartheid Cape Town. The SSU also conducts research into inequality, diversity and social policy.

The CSSR maintains a close working relationship with the University of Cape Town’s **DataFirst resource centre**. DataFirst provides training and resources for research. DataFirst’s goals are: 1) to act as a portal to digital resources and specialised published material available to users internationally; 2) to facilitate the collection, exchange and use of datasets on a collaborative basis; 3) to provide basic and advanced training in data analysis; and 4) to develop and operate a web portal to promote the dissemination of data and research output via the internet.